Evaluation of Quantum Dot Skin Penetration in Porcine Skin: Effect of Age and Anatomical Site of Topical Application.
Pig skin is a widely acknowledged surrogate for human skin for in vitro/ex vivo skin penetration studies with application for small molecules and nanosystems. We have investigated the influence of biological factors such as age and anatomical site on the penetration and distribution of nanoparticles (2.1 nm hydrophilic CdTe/CdS quantum dots: QDs) in adult pig skin (APS), weanling pig skin (WPS) and newborn pig skin (NBPS) at two different anatomical sites (ear and abdomen). QDs in saline were applied to 1 × 1 cm2 skin (62.5 pmol/cm2) with 2-min finger rubbing using a standardized protocol. After 6- or 24-h incubation on Franz diffusion cells, tape stripping (×10) followed by manual follicular casting was conducted. Cadmium in QDs was quantified using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry for all samples. The presence of QDs in similarly treated skin samples was also captured using multiphoton tomography. QDs were mainly localized in hair follicles after 6 and 24 h of exposure with no cadmium detected in the Franz cell receptor compartment regardless of pig age or anatomical site. The amount of QDs deposited in the follicles was similar at 6 h but higher on APS and WPS ears compared to NBPS ears at 24 h. This is associated with the high follicle density and small follicle diameter of the NBPS compared to the smaller density of much larger follicles on the APS. NBPS showed consistent QD distribution for ear and abdomen up to 24 h. There is minimal penetration of QDs through pig skin. Density and diameter of follicles in association with age of pigs and application site influenced the amount of QDs deposited in follicles. The structure of the stratum corneum, follicle density and diameter of NBPS are similar to human skin suggesting that NBPS is an appropriate model for human skin in the evaluation of topical applications of a range of chemicals including nanosystems.